Hi! Hello! Hola!

Get to know us!
What’s the plan?

01. Breaking the Ice
   Learn about some examples of teamwork in real-life healthcare settings

02. Connecting with HOSA
   See how the efforts you contribute relates to HOSA’s goals

03. The Workings of a Team
   Understand the importance of valuable bonds between officer teams

04. Contributing to your Members
   Transition between bonds made with officers to members
Test your skills!
Welcome! Take a seat! Let’s break the ice!

Sit with your chapter, it’s time to Kahoot!

https://create.kahoot.it/details/7bc66604-8256-4936-905c-14dd60af6c78

The rules here are simple:

- Pick the shape that corresponds to the answer you think is correct on the screen.
- The 3 people who answer the most questions correctly and in the quickest time will receive a HOSA prizes.
Reflections

What did that get you thinking about?
So...why did we do that?

Teamwork is a vital part of Leadership

- Healthcare = 25/7 Teamwork
- HOSA = 25/7 Teamwork
  - You and your members are a team
Connecting with HOSA
State Officers

The State Officers describe how their connections to HOSA have helped them with teamwork and collaboration.
The Inner Workings of a Team
Defining Teamwork

- Teamwork is a group of people working together towards a common goal in order to achieve their necessary outcome in a collaborative and efficient way.

- Officer must work together to best serve members
  - Volunteer Opportunities
  - Low attendance
    - Recruitment
How to bond after the year that was 2020.

**Strengths**
Find areas in which people excel in, allowing them to put their best work forward.

**Weaknesses**
Look at areas in which people's interests may not lie and delegate those tasks to people who excel at them.

**Efficient**
Giving people tasks they can perform well at allows for the club's duties to be streamlined and easy.
Self-assess!

1. As a group, get to know each other’s strengths and weaknesses
   ○ Where does it align position wise?

2. Make your nametags!
   ○ Everyone write your name and the position you have been assigned in your group
Capitalizing on Strengths and Weaknesses

**President**
- Strengths: Strong, Decision-making, Responsible
- Weaknesses: Controlling, Selfish/One-sided

**Vice President**
- Strengths: Flexible, Empathetic
- Weaknesses: Not Independent, Reliant

**Secretary**
- Strengths: Trustworthy, Methodical
- Weaknesses: Not Creative, Strict

**Treasurer**
- Strengths: Organization, Diligent, Present
- Weaknesses: Not Innovative, Soft-spoken

**Historian/Reporter**
- Strengths: Research/Writing, Creative
- Weaknesses: Uncensored, Not focused
Resources for a Frictionless Team Dynamic
Contributing to Members
Target the members

Membership is important after the last year!

- Virtual and in-person activities for members
  - Specific to areas
  - Varies from area to area
It’s all about your members.

01. Get into officer groups
02. Think about your members.
03. Brainstorm 1 area you can improve.
04. Think of virtual and in-person opportunities to implement change in those areas.
Our obstacles

Bavishya
Overcoming Anxiety

Reema
Switching up advisors!
Wrapping it up!

Our time here is limited, but important.
Let's Debrief

What did we learn?
Do you have any questions?

@georgiahosa

@bavishyayeturi
vp.innovation@georgiahosa.org

@reemachande
president@georgiahosa.org

tinyurl.com/HOSASlack

SIGN UP FOR A CHAPTER VISIT:
georgiahosa.carrd.co